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1. From the doorstep of the new Millennium, one can see across the threshold to the rapidly expanding territory

of e-commerce. E-commerce is not limited to mere web shopping. It includes, among other things, online
securities transactions, buying and downloading software, and business-to-business transactions.[1] The
growth of e-commerce has signaled extensive changes in the way domestic and international business is
conducted. Domestically, e-commerce has harkened the emergence of a great chasm between two
economies: Old Economy industries, often characterized by slow growth in investment, productivity, profits
and pay, versus New Economy Net companies with growing options and opportunities.[2] Internationally, e-
commerce exists within an unpredictable and non-uniform legal framework. Indeed, it is the non-existence
of a global legal and regulatory framework which some Net content providers and regulatory experts predict
will be the next real hurdle for the e-commerce industry.[3] At the forefront of this legal scene is the conflict
between the United States’ view and the European Union’s view regarding privacy and the extent of legal
protection afforded personal information.

Personal Information - the New Commodity of the Digital Economy v. Privacy

2. U.S. data privacy law is in constant flux,[4] comprised of a cornucopia of Constitutional, common law and
statutory privacy rights, each of which often grants substantial protection in only a very restricted area.[5]
Constitutionally, general privacy protections stem most often from the First and Fourth Amendments.[6] The
right to privacy is also said to emanate from the penumbras of the Bill of Rights.[7] Constitutional privacy
protections, however, apply only to intrusion by government, not private, entities. The basis of common law
protection from an invasion of privacy by private parties stems from Warren’s and Brandeis’ oft-quoted
"right to be let alone"[8] which is embodied in the following four distinct tort laws addressing invasions of
privacy: intrusion upon one’s seclusion, misappropriation of one’s name and likeness, false light publicity,
and public disclosure of private facts.[9] Where the above protections have been perceived as failing
adequately to remedy given privacy transgressions, federal and state statutes have attempted to fill the niche.

3. Examples of relevant federal legislation governing the public sector include the Privacy Act of 1974,[10] the
Freedom of Information Act,[11] and the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978.[12] Examples of relevant
legislation governing the private sector (targeting specific industries) include the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1986 ("ECPA"),[13] the Electronic Fund Transfer Act ("EFTA"),[14] the Fair Credit
Reporting Act of 1970 ("FRCA"),[15] the Video Protection Privacy Act of 1988 ("VPPA"),[16] the Cable
Communications Policy Act ("CCPA"),[17] and, more recently, the Driver’s Privacy Protection Act of 1994
("DPPA")[18] and the Children’s Online Privacy Act of 1998 ("COPPA").[19] In addition, the Department
of Health and Human Services has a February 21, 2000 deadline, pursuant to the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, to set guidelines for protecting health information privacy.

4. Statutorily, many states have recognized the general right to privacy in their constitutions,[20] as well as
enumerated specific offenses against privacy.[21] Some have even exceeded the right to privacy recognized
under the Constitution of the United States, holding even private actors subject to a Constitutional standard
of behavior.[22] However, while the above address general privacy concerns, state statutory responses to the
specific threat of burgeoning uses and misuses of computer technology have been varied.[23] While a few
states have enacted legislation aimed directly at curbing the invasion of information and computer privacy,
[24] most others have reacted by merely enacting legislation that broadly deals with the regulation of various
entities who deal in information, such as those engaged in personal data transmission,[25] credit,[26]
financial information,[27] and communications.[28]

5. Notwithstanding the above legal privacy protections, it is, in fact, industry self-regulation which is most
favored in the online environment. More specifically, U.S. government policy fervently supports industry
led, market-driven self-regulation[29] as the best means of protecting privacy rights over the Internet and
World Wide Web.[30] In fact, Internet sites are promulgating privacy policies in the deliberate hope that
both federal as well as state regulation can be avoided.[31] Not surprisingly, however, industry self-
regulation often falls well short of a comprehensive U.S. privacy protection scheme.[32]

6. In contrast, governments of E.U. countries regulate privacy protection for their citizens, ensuring that
personal data is protected well beyond national borders.[33] The European Union’s Directive on Data
Protection ("Directive"), enacted in October 1998, prohibits the flow of personal information about E.U.
citizens to countries outside the E.U. that are not in compliance with its stringent privacy protection rules.
[34] This Directive is at the forefront of the privacy debate as it may in the future block U.S. e-commerce, or
business-to-business sites, from access to E.U. markets. More specifically, the 15-nation E.U. could bar
European-based companies from sending personal data (such as credit ratings, Social Security numbers,
health information and buying or online habits)[35] to U.S. businesses.[36] As a result of the implications of
this Directive, the U.S. and E.U. are currently undertaking the onerous task of finding a way for U.S.
organizations to comply with the E.U.’s data protection law.[37] The U.S. Commerce Department has
suggested that the E.U. grant U.S. businesses receiving personal data from the E.U. "safe harbor" status if
they voluntarily accept a given set of principles addressing the safeguarding of personal information,[38] the
specific details of which to date remain unclear.[39] Not surprisingly, this seemingly ideal solution has met
with much discourse. U.S. consumer advocacy groups oppose the dodging of strict E.U. privacy rules. These
groups hold in derision the vagueness of the plan, its failure to establish remedies for victims of data privacy
violations, and the idea of giving strong privacy protection for E.U. data when it is processed in the U.S. but
failing to do the same for U.S. domestic data.[40] The safe harbor proposal further fails to guarantee that
individual consumers will be able to access the personal information obtained by businesses about them.[41]
Meanwhile, E.U. criticisms include a dislike of primarily industry-led self-regulation.[42] E.U. authorities
also suggest the need for an independent body with the mission of both acting as a contact point for E.U.
data protection authorities and cooperating in the investigation of complaints.[43] Largely as a result of the
above differences, resolution of this dilemma remains at an impasse--despite U.S. Commerce Department
earlier interest in a 1999 year-end conclusion.[44]

7. Unresolved privacy concerns leave Internet commerce at a cross-road. While the Internet boosts world trade
because of better, quicker information,[45] the greatest barrier to e-commerce use lies in the fact that the
same instant information gratification which attracts users to e-commerce also keeps them at bay. E-
commerce shoppers distrust business’s efforts to protect the privacy of their personal information, and
businesses continue to grapple with the disconcerting idea of sharing proprietary business information with
customers and suppliers online.[46] For e-commerce to thrive, users must feel comfortable and confident in
both the privacy afforded information divulged as well as the accuracy of information received.[47]

8. Since there is no "Better Business Bureau" to police e-commerce retailers, a host of private-sector
organizations such as the Online Privacy Alliance[48] are currently developing to monitor industry’s efforts
at self-regulation.[49] These privacy advocates often support not only protection and accuracy of
information but also full disclosure and transparency of business ties on e-commerce sites.[50] Other civil
libertarians and privacy groups assert that in order to fulfill the Internet’s potential as a commercial dynamo,
privacy must be viewed as a structural and technological component of the Internet.[51] In fact, users should
directly consider the impact on privacy in the process of designing information systems and in deciding
whether to even use personal data at all.[52] Many privacy advocates also support sanctions for privacy
violations. As online direct marketing becomes increasingly profitable and the value of personal information
catapults upward, so too does the temptation to abuse it.[53] Currently, victims of privacy transgressions
have no clear legal recourse. Who will act, domestically or internationally, to create a recourse mechanism?
Related concerns exist regarding high-tech industry-backed privacy groups such as Americans for Computer
Privacy, the Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce ("GBDe")[54] and the newly formed
Electronic Commerce and Consumer Protection Group.[55] In whose interests, industry or consumer, are
these groups acting? What about the potential threat of an industry-backed e-commerce privacy cartel?[56]
Finally, resolution of privacy concerns in the e-commerce world may remain at a crossroads because
consumers, themselves, often emit confusing signals regarding privacy – individuals who express concern
over personal privacy also enjoy ease of access to websites that recall their tastes and buying habits.[57] The
privacy hurdles referenced above currently obstruct the view of not only privacy watchdogs but all
international e-commerce users, shoppers and retailers gazing out unto the e-commerce expanse. With
potential global cost savings through e-commerce expected to rise from $17 billion in 1998 to $1.25 trillion
by 2002,[58] the failure to adequately address such hurdles could have expensive global ramifications.

The Encryption Dilemma- to Have or Have Not

9. In addition to privacy, e-commerce businesses raise differences in international laws on security, a sub-topic
of privacy, as one of the largest obstacles to creating electronic links with customers and other businesses.
Abroad, security concerns are rectified through the use and export of strong encryption[59] technology or
cryptography.[60] For some time now, however, the U.S. position on the export of encryption technology
has been diametrically opposed to the European position. Until recently, the U.S., with few exceptions, has
refused to allow the export of high-level encryption technology, holding to Cold War fears that "equate
encryption software with military arms for purposes of export classification."[61] In addition, the Clinton
administration has required that most encryption programs include a mandatory key escrow provision
allowing law enforcement agencies to access encrypted data pursuant to court order.[62] These stringent
regulations on the export of strong encryption programs has not only crippled the Internet’s ability to protect
its information but has also retarded the growth and sale abroad of U.S.-developed encryption software,
leaving the high-tech sector at frustrating odds with the federal government. In short, a dilemma has existed
between the needs of the information industry for strong encryption programs and security demands by law
enforcement for access to digital communications.[63] Recently, this dilemma came one small step closer to
resolution or, at least, appeasement.

10. On September 16, 1999, the Clinton administration announced a new information security and privacy
strategy that is intended both to loosen export regulations on encryption technology as well as to provide law
enforcement agencies with the tools necessary to read certain encrypted messages.[64] Revision of current
export policy on encryption technology and a proposed bill, the Cyberspace Electronic Security Act, will be
the agents used to execute the administration’s new plan.[65]

11. Citing e-commerce, national security and privacy as chief concerns, the new regulations (as originally set
forth in September, 1999) will, among other things, permit any encryption product or software with a key
length of 64 bits to be exported under a license exception, after a technical review, to non-government end-
users (individuals and commercial firms) in any country except for seven specifically identified states (Iran,
Iraq, Libya, Syria, Sudan, North Korea and Cuba).[66] Further, in order to assist e-commerce and open up
the entire commercial sector as a market for strong U.S. encryption products, two other changes will be
implemented. First, encryption products previously allowed only for a company’s internal use may now be
used externally for communicative purposes with other firms and supply chains. Second, retail products and
software using a key in excess of 64 bits[67] may now be exported to all end-users, including governments,
except in the seven identified states. These exports will also be made under a license exception. Finally, in
keeping with the Wassenaar Arrangement,[68] the U.S. will decontrol exports of 56 bits, DES and
equivalent products to all users and destinations (except the seven states) following a technical review. Also,
exports of software using a key of 64 bits or less falling under the Wassenaar Arrangement’s definition of
mass market will be decontrolled.[69] Finally, the new encryption strategy is said to continue the three
fundamental principles of U.S. export policy: one-time technical review, post-export reporting requirements
for any export to a non-U.S. entity of any product above 64 bits,[70] and the ability to deny exports to
governments and military end-users.[71]

12. In November, 1999 the Department of Commerce circulated draft regulations of the above proposals to
industry. Following receipt of industry’s and other stakeholders' comments, the initial proposals presented in
September, 1999 were substantially revised. Some key changes include broadening the definition of retail
products (since government export licenses will not be required for products described as "retail products or
goods").[72] Another change includes additional reductions on controls of source code, beyond those
reductions originally announced in September, 1999. Commercial encryption source code, encryption tool
kits and components may now be exported under a license exception to businesses and non-government end-
users for internal use, internal customization and new product development.[73] Further, the newest draft
recognizes industry’s opposition to proposed restrictions on exports of data-scrambling technology to
foreign telecommunications companies and Internet service providers. Namely, while export licenses are
still required for strong encryption products offered to foreign governments, excluded from the definition of
government are telecommunications entities and Internet service providers.[74] The new regulations further
permit U.S. companies to export any encryption item to their foreign subsidiaries without a prior review. On
January 12, 2000, the Bureau of Export Administration, a subdivision of the Department of Commerce,
released the new encryption export regulations which implement the Clinton administration’s export
strategy.[75]

13. The co-agent of the administration’s new encryption export plan, the Cyberspace Electronic Security Act
("CESA"), will give the FBI $80 million over the next four years to develop a new unit to focus on cracking
codes,[76] the purpose behind such act being to strengthen law enforcement efforts to investigate
encryption-related cybercrimes. The CESA will also authorize that law enforcement techniques, including
decryption, used to obtain useable evidence be kept in strict confidence to avoid open disclosure of
techniques which might jeopardize investigations and hamper law enforcement.[77] Coupling the CESA
with encryption technology export policy revisions, the Clinton administration’s new encryption strategy is
said by some to balance export control liberalization with additional tools and resources for law
enforcement, a more even-handed approach to encryption than other proposals currently before Congress.
[78]

14. One such proposal is the Security and Freedom through Encryption Act ("SAFE"), the former front-runner
in the race for a more industry-friendly encryption export policy. Currently, passage of SAFE, a bill which
would have essentially reversed the federal govern-ment’s strict position on encryption, seems unlikely as a
result of the Clinton administration’s unanticipated loosening of export restrictions.[79] This is especially
true in light of the Department of Defense’s announcement that it will ask President Clinton to veto SAFE
should the bill pass.[80]

15. Despite largely favorable responses to the Clinton Administration’s new plan, however, e-commerce users
can expect continuing battles in the encryption arena. Privacy advocates and civil libertarians assert that
while the administration’s new strategy offers increased personal privacy and information protection as a
result of ease in obtaining strong encryption products, it concurrently grants law enforcement authorities
access to decryption keys without sufficient privacy protections. Many wonder about the possibility of future
collusion between law enforcement and industry via a "backdoor" entry to encryption software. What
happens to the average individual when such hidden vulnerabilities exist? Other criticisms of the new export
policy include confusion over what purpose the one-time review procedure serves and the circumstances
under which an export license exception will be granted.[81] Finally, privacy advocates assert that
encryption using any key less than 90 bits is vulnerable.[82] In other words, with advancements in
encryption programming and decoding technology globally developing at such a rapid pace, even relaxation
as to 64 bits may be too little, too late.

16. Recent case law brings even greater encryption challenges. In May, 1999 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
in Bernstein v. Department of Justice[83] ruled that the federal government’s encryption regulations, insofar
as they require licenses for encryption and decryption software, devices and technology, constitute a prior
restraint on freedom of speech.[84] Specifically, the Bernstein court held that existing encryption export law
restricted communications in the form of source code, violating the First Amendment. Since a final ruling in
this matter has the potential to create a substantial crack in the wall surrounding the encryption fortress, the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals’ recent grant of the Department of Justice’s motion for rehearing should be
closely watched.[85]

17. Keeping aim at the target of a legally uniform e-commerce world, international differences regarding
encryption, within its larger world of privacy, must be resolved if the dream of a dynamic global
marketplace is to be fully realized.

The Global Marketplace

18. As national boundaries become more porous,[86] both Old Economy industries and New Economy Net
companies will benefit by functioning on both sides of the digital divide. This task is most easily
accomplished by globally addressing the need for harmonization of privacy and encryption laws to facilitate
the free flow of international e-commerce uninhibited by nation-specific barriers.[87] In this environment of
harmonization, however, it is important to commit to memory the mantra that the quickest way to destroy
the Internet may be to begin over-regulating. While a predictable global legal environment governing
transactions is necessary, over-regulation could stifle e-commerce, a thriving industry progressing at warp
speed.[88] We must walk a fine line on the path of legal uniformity so as not to fall into the thicket of over-
regulation. Resolving policy differences over encryption and privacy may be the first steps on the yellow
brick road toward a legally uniform, internationally seamless e-commerce world, the Oz of the Millennium.
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I take it that under this proposal, the applicable sales tax would be determined
by the purchaser's location. A major loophole seems to be that whether a
merchant is subject to the tax requirement depends on his own location, at
least until the international community arrives at a concensus on sales tax, the
likes of which the world has never seen. It seems therefore that moving an e-
sales company (some combination of its servers, its place of incorporation, its
principle place of business) just outside of the U.S. would allow that service's
users to get a no-tax discount.
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I concur with Mr. Gatewood. The imposition of sales tax on Internet
transactions creates an incentive to relocate e-businesses outside of the U.S..
This effect is not felt with ordinary sales taxes because it is not cost effective
for consumers to go elsewhere to aviod the tax. However, because the Internet
is a truly global medium, consumers can shop anywhere they want without
additional effort. Therefore, as long as the e-business is located in a place
where shipping costs are similar to U.S. locations, it can effectively offer
customers a discount. One way to avoid this effect is to impose a tariff on
imports. However, this just creates new problems because such a tariff would
conflict with our international trade obligations (NAFTA, GATT, etc.).


